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(57) Abrégé/Abstract:
An illustrative embodiment of a computer-implemented process for interdependent task management selects a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including "forAll," "runOnce"
and none is associated with the selected task and determines whether there is a "forAll" task. Responsive to a determination that there is no "forAll" task, determines whether there is a "runOnce" task and responsive to a determination that there is a "runOnce" task further determines whether there is a semaphore for the selected task. Responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, the computer-implemented process determines whether the semaphore is "on" for the selected task and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "on," sets the semaphore "off" and executes the selected task.
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

An illustrative embodiment of a computer-implemented process for interdependent task management selects a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including "forAll," "runOnce" and none is associated with the selected task and determines whether there is a "forAll" task.

Responsive to a determination that there is no "forAll" task, determines whether there is a "runOnce" task and responsive to a determination that there is a "runOnce" task further determines whether there is a semaphore for the selected task. Responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, the computer-implemented process determines whether the semaphore is "on" for the selected task and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "on," sets the semaphore "off" and executes the selected task.
INTERDEPENDENT TASK MANAGEMENT

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field:

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to configuration and build environments in a data processing system and more specifically to interdependent task management for configuration and build environments in data processing systems.

2. Description of the Related Art:

[0002] A defined build process is a required overhead task that ensures software in a development project is repeatedly built in the same manner each time a build is executed. As the build process becomes more complex due to scale of additional tasks or combinations of tasks there is an increased need to achieve standardization.

[0003] Standardization requires effective management of the process and therefore the sequencing of operations.

[0004] An effectively defined and managed build process is an essential part of any development cycle. Typically an effectively managed build process removes many issues related to build and configuration operations that may lead to increased cost in the form of project time and money. A typical tool used by developers for build process management is a tool called Ant. Ant is a platform-independent scripting tool. Ant enables a software developer to construct build scripts used to automate the build or configuration process for a configuration project. Ant is a project that is managed by and available by download from the Apache Software Foundation as part of the Jakarta project.

[0004] A configuration project, for example build automation, consists of multiple tasks and prerequisite tasks in a predetermined sequence. A requirement is that the project should be able to run in either of two modes. In a first mode the entire project is executed to build up the environment and is referred to as the build mode. In a second mode, only one or more of the tasks are executed to configure certain portions of the already built environment and is referred to as the configure mode.
For example, in the project prerequisite task 1 is an environment setup general task. Prerequisite task 1 is therefore required by each single task. Prerequisite task 1 may also contain subtasks similar to prerequisite task 2 or prerequisite task 3, and is required to be executed only once per execution, in either build mode or configure mode.

Certain tasks, such as a prerequisite task 2 and a prerequisite task 3 are required by more than one task. These prerequisite tasks can only invoked once per execution cycle, in either of the build mode or configuration mode. Prerequisite task 2 is a time-consuming task. Invoking prerequisite task 2 more than once means a performance loss. Prerequisite task 3 is a task such as decrypting a password. Invoking prerequisite task 3 more than once per cycle means a functional error. A difficulty arises when defining a dependency relationship to enable flexible execution of the project in either of the two modes, while meeting the requirement of running certain tasks only once per execution.

The Ant build tool provides a keyword of “depends” to solve part of the interdependency issue, but not a complete solution. Ant uses the keyword “depends” to describe the dependency relationship and the parent tasks are executed before the depending ones.

For example, using ANT, in a first case, explicitly declares each dependency relationship as the following: Task 1 (default task) depends Prereq1, Prereq3; Task 2 depends Prereq1, Prereq2; Task 3 depends Prereq1, Prereq2; ... Task n depends Prereq1, Prereq3, Prereqn. When running in the build mode, Prereq1, Prereq2 and Prereq3 are executed repeatedly. Using Ant, in a second case, declare Prereq1 for the default task only Task 1 (default task) depends Prereq1, Prereq3; Task 2 depends Prereq2; Task 3 depends Prereq2; ... Task n depends Prereq3, Prereqn. The second case solves the problem for Prereq1 in only the build mode. A Prereq2 and Prereq3 problem still exists. However a new problem is encountered, because of the change, which is Prereq1 is missing when running the script in configure mode, for instance, Task 2 only.
BRIEF SUMMARY

[0009] According to one embodiment, a computer-implemented process for interdependent task management selects a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including "forAll," "runOnce" and none is associated with the selected task and determines whether there is a "forAll" task. Responsive to a determination that there is no "forAll" task, determines whether there is a "runOnce" task and responsive to a determination that there is a "runOnce" task further determines whether there is a semaphore for the selected task. Responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, the computer-implemented process determines whether the semaphore is "on" for the selected task and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "on," sets the semaphore "off" and executes the selected task.

[0010] According to another embodiment, a computer program product for interdependent task management, the computer program product comprises a computer recordable-type media containing computer executable program code stored thereon. The computer executable program code comprises computer executable program code for selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including "forAll," "runOnce" and none is associated with the selected task, computer executable program code for determining whether there is a "forAll" task, computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is no "forAll" task, for determining whether there is a "runOnce" task, computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is a "runOnce" task; for determining whether there is a semaphore for the selected task, computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, for determining whether the semaphore is "on" for the selected task, computer executable program code responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "on," for setting the semaphore "off," and computer executable program code for executing the selected task.

[0011] According to another embodiment, an apparatus for interdependent task management, the apparatus comprises a communications fabric, a memory connected to the
communications fabric, wherein the memory contains computer executable program code, a communications unit connected to the communications fabric, an input/output unit connected to the communications fabric, a display connected to the communications fabric, and a processor unit connected to the communications fabric. The processor unit executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to select a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including “forAll,” “runOnce” and none is associated with the selected task, determine whether there is a “forAll” task, responsive to a determination that there is no “forAll” task, determine whether there is a “runOnce” task. Responsive to a determination that there is a “runOnce” task processor unit executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to determine whether there is a semaphore for the selected task, responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, determine whether the semaphore is “on” for the selected task, and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is “on,” set the semaphore “off,” execute the selected task.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the following brief description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and detailed description, wherein like reference numerals represent like parts.

[0013] Figure 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary data processing system operable for various embodiments of the disclosure;

[0014] Figure 2 is a block diagram of a task control system, in accordance with various embodiments of the disclosure;

[0015] Figure 3 is a block diagram of an interdependent task relationship in a task control system of Figure 2, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure;

[0016] Figure 4 is a flowchart of an interdependent task management process using the task control system of Figure 2, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] Although an illustrative implementation of one or more embodiments is provided below, the disclosed systems and/or methods may be implemented using any number of techniques. This disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations, drawings, and techniques illustrated below, including the exemplary designs and implementations illustrated and described herein, but may be modified within the scope of the appended claims along with their full scope of equivalents.

[0018] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, the present disclosure may be embodied as a system, method or computer program product. Accordingly, the present disclosure may take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that may all generally be referred to herein as a "circuit," "module," or "system." Furthermore, the present invention may take the form of a computer program product tangibly embodied in any medium of expression with computer usable program code embodied in the medium.

[0019] Computer program code for carrying out operations of the present disclosure may be written in any combination of one or more programming languages, including an object oriented programming language such as Java™, Smalltalk, C++, or the like and conventional procedural programming languages, such as the "C" programming language or similar programming languages. Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc., in the United States, other countries or both. The program code may execute entirely on the user's computer, partly on the user's computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the user's computer through any type of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to an external computer (for example, through the Internet using an Internet Service Provider).

[0020] The present disclosure is described below with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of methods, apparatus, systems, and computer program products.
according to embodiments of the invention. It will be understood that each block of the
flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the flowchart
illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer program instructions.

[0021] These computer program instructions may be provided to a processor of a general
purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other programmable data processing
apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor
of the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus, create means for
implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or
blocks. These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer readable
medium that can direct a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to
function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer readable
medium produce an article of manufacture including instruction means which implement
the function/act specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0022] The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or other
programmable data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to be
performed on the computer or other programmable apparatus to produce a computer-
implemented process such that the instructions which execute on the computer or other
programmable apparatus provide processes for implementing the functions/acts specified in
the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0023] Turning now to Figure 1 a block diagram of an exemplary data processing system
operable for various embodiments of the disclosure is presented. In this illustrative
example, data processing system 100 includes communications fabric 102, which provides
communications between processor unit 104, memory 106, persistent storage 108,
communications unit 110, input/output (I/O) unit 112, and display 114.

[0024] Processor unit 104 serves to execute instructions for software that may be loaded
into memory 106. Processor unit 104 may be a set of one or more processors or may be a
multi-processor core, depending on the particular implementation. Further, processor unit
104 may be implemented using one or more heterogeneous processor systems in which a
main processor is present with secondary processors on a single chip. As another illustrative
example, processor unit 104 may be a symmetric multi-processor system containing multiple
processors of the same type.
Memory 106 and persistent storage 108 are examples of storage devices 116. A storage device is any piece of hardware that is capable of storing information, such as, for example without limitation, data, program code in functional form, and/or other suitable information either on a temporary basis and/or a permanent basis. Memory 106, in these examples, may be, for example, a random access memory or any other suitable volatile or non-volatile storage device. Persistent storage 108 may take various forms depending on the particular implementation. For example, persistent storage 108 may contain one or more components or devices. For example, persistent storage 108 may be a hard drive, a flash memory, a rewritable optical disk, a rewritable magnetic tape, or some combination of the above. The media used by persistent storage 108 also may be removable. For example, a removable hard drive may be used for persistent storage 108.

Communications unit 110, in these examples, provides for communications with other data processing systems or devices. In these examples, communications unit 110 is a network interface card. Communications unit 110 may provide communications through the use of either or both physical and wireless communications links.

Input/output unit 112 allows for input and output of data with other devices that may be connected to data processing system 100. For example, input/output unit 112 may provide a connection for user input through a keyboard, a mouse, and/or some other suitable input device. Further, input/output unit 112 may send output to a printer. Display 114 provides a mechanism to display information to a user.

Instructions for the operating system, applications and/or programs may be located in storage devices 116, which are in communication with processor unit 104 through communications fabric 102. In these illustrative examples the instructions are in a functional form on persistent storage 108. These instructions may be loaded into memory 106 for execution by processor unit 104. The processes of the different embodiments may be performed by processor unit 104 using computer-implemented instructions, which may be located in a memory, such as memory 106.

These instructions are referred to as program code, computer usable program code, or computer readable program code that may be read and executed by a processor in processor unit 104. The program code in the different embodiments may be embodied on
different physical or tangible computer readable media, such as memory 106 or persistent storage 108.

Program code 118 is located in a functional form on computer readable media 120 that is selectively removable and may be loaded onto or transferred to data processing system 100 for execution by processor unit 104. Program code 118 and computer readable media 120 form computer program product 122 in these examples. In one example, computer readable media 120 may be in a tangible form, such as, for example, an optical or magnetic disc that is inserted or placed into a drive or other device that is part of persistent storage 108 for transfer onto a storage device, such as a hard drive that is part of persistent storage 108. In a tangible form, computer readable media 120 also may take the form of a persistent storage, such as a hard drive, a thumb drive, or a flash memory that is connected to data processing system 100. The tangible form of computer readable media 120 is also referred to as computer recordable storage media. In some instances, computer readable media 120 may not be removable.

Alternatively, program code 118 may be transferred to data processing system 100 from computer readable media 120 through a communications link to communications unit 110 and/or through a connection to input/output unit 112. The communications link and/or the connection may be physical or wireless in the illustrative examples. The computer readable media also may take the form of non-tangible media, such as communications links or wireless transmissions containing the program code.

In some illustrative embodiments, program code 118 may be downloaded over a network to persistent storage 108 from another device or data processing system for use within data processing system 100. For instance, program code stored in a computer readable storage medium in a server data processing system may be downloaded over a network from the server to data processing system 100. The data processing system providing program code 118 may be a server computer, a client computer, or some other device capable of storing and transmitting program code 118.

The different components illustrated for data processing system 100 are not meant to provide architectural limitations to the manner in which different embodiments may be implemented. The different illustrative embodiments may be implemented in a data processing system including components in addition to or in place of those illustrated for
data processing system 100. Other components shown in Figure 1 can be varied from the illustrative examples shown. The different embodiments may be implemented using any hardware device or system capable of executing program code. As one example, the data processing system may include organic components integrated with inorganic components and/or may be comprised entirely of organic components excluding a human being. For example, a storage device may be comprised of an organic semiconductor.

[0034] As another example, a storage device in data processing system 100 may be any hardware apparatus that may store data. Memory 106, persistent storage 108 and computer readable media 120 are examples of storage devices in a tangible form.

[0035] In another example, a bus system may be used to implement communications fabric 102 and may be comprised of one or more buses, such as a system bus or an input/output bus. Of course, the bus system may be implemented using any suitable type of architecture that provides for a transfer of data between different components or devices attached to the bus system. Additionally, a communications unit may include one or more devices used to transmit and receive data, such as a modem or a network adapter. Further, a memory may be, for example, memory 106 or a cache such as found in an interface and memory controller hub that may be present in communications fabric 102.

[0036] Using data processing system 100 of Figure 1 as an example, an illustrative embodiment provides the computer-implemented process stored in memory 106, executed by processor unit 104, for interdependent task management. Processor unit 104 selects a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including "forAll," "runOnce" and none is associated with the selected task and determines whether there is a "forAll" task. Responsive to a determination that there is no "forAll" task, processor unit 104 determines whether there is a "runOnce" task and responsive to a determination that there is a "runOnce" task further determines whether there is a semaphore for the selected task. Responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, processor unit 104 further determines whether the semaphore is "on" for the selected task and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "on," sets the semaphore "off" and executes the selected task.
In another example, a computer-implemented process, using program code 118 stored in memory 106 or as a computer program product 122, for interdependent task management selects a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including "forAll," "runOnce" and none is associated with the selected task and determines whether there is a "forAll" task. Responsive to a determination that there is no "forAll" task, determines whether there is a "runOnce" task and responsive to a determination that there is a "runOnce" task further determines whether there is a semaphore for the selected task. Responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, the computer-implemented process determines whether the semaphore is "on" for the selected task and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "on," sets the semaphore "off" and executes the selected task.

In an alternative embodiment, program code 118 containing the computer-implemented process may be stored within computer readable media 120 as computer program product 122. In another illustrative embodiment, the process for interdependent task management may be implemented in an apparatus comprising a communications fabric, a memory connected to the communications fabric, wherein the memory contains computer executable program code, a communications unit connected to the communications fabric, an input/output unit connected to the communications fabric, a display connected to the communications fabric, and a processor unit connected to the communications fabric. The processor unit of the apparatus executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to perform the process.

With reference to Figure 2, a block diagram of a task control system, in accordance with various embodiments of the disclosure is presented. Task control system 200 is an example, in an illustrative embodiment, of a project task management or control system. Task control system 200 comprises a number of components including task framework 202, source code 204, and result 206.

Other solutions have taken differing approaches to manage build issues. In one example a tool provided changes in dependency handling in an interactive development environment. The tool typically focused on limiting resources to rebuild when changes occur in an interactive environment in order to save build time. In this example, the tool
stores component objects in one or more containers and removes redundant objects based on comparison results. Task control system 200 differs from the tool of the example because task control system 200 controls tasks during execution time, semaphore is used to determine if a prerequisite task need to be executed. Task control system 200 does not store an object being processed nor is there a need to perform a comparison of objects being processed.

[0041] In another example a build tool is used to achieve the requirement of "execute dependency tasks per build", but the tool executes all of the dependency tasks only once. Task control system 200 differentiates the run-once dependency tasks from other tasks that can execute multiple times per build as required. Neither example provide a capability of dynamically adding a dependency on a general environment setup task for executing the task in either a configure mode or a build mode and a capability of ensuring that certain prerequisite tasks are invoked and executed only once in either a configure mode or a build mode.

[0042] Source code 204 is processed through task framework 202 to produce result 206. Source code 204 comprises program source code used in a build, configuration or other process to be managed by task control system 200 using task framework 202. For example, source code 204 in a build or configuration process is typically provided in the form of a script but other forms of programming language constructs may be used as well. In the build or configuration process example, the script includes a sequence of named or identified tasks having a presumed sequence of processing.

[0043] Result 206, in the example of a build or configuration script, is a modified build or configuration script that may be executed in a step wise or a stream manner as required. The modified script, in the example, includes the use of task control information added during processing by task framework 202.

[0044] Task framework 202 comprises a number of supporting components including parser 208, script modifier 210, semaphore checker 212, semaphore modifier 214, attribute tags 216, and semaphore generator 218. Task framework 202 provides a capability to define, parse and understand the definition of special prerequisite tasks. The capability also provides a method to dynamically add a dependency to a defined general environment setup task, so that the task will be invoked in either a build or a configuration execution...
mode, and a method to ensure certain tasks are invoked only once per execution cycle. The capability of task framework 202 typically ensures that a general environment setup task will not execute “run-once” tasks more than once in an execution cycle. The framework hides the complexity from the script writers, enabling script users to mark special tasks, and allow the process to be managed by the framework.

[0045] Parser 208 parses the incoming set of tasks as provided by source code 204. In the example of a build script, parser 208 would receive the input as source code 204 and analyze the syntax and semantics of the code sequences. Parser 208 may be a typical parser capable of parsing a language of source code 204.

[0046] Script modifier 210 provides a capability of editing and modifying the content of source code 204 received from parser 208. Modification typically includes insertion of attribute tags selected from attributes tags 216. Typical attribute tags include tags for attribute types such as “run once,” and “for all.” Special tasks as defined within task framework 202 introduce an attribute name ‘type.’ A general environment setup task will have a type="forAll," while a run-once task has an attribute type="runOnce." A normal task does not include an attribute 'type' and is simply processed when encountered.

[0047] Semaphore checker 212 provides a capability to monitor the status of a semaphore associated with each task in the parsed set of tasks provided by parser 208. A semaphore is an indicator used to provide a signal to other process. For example, in the illustrative embodiment a semaphore may have a value or setting of on or off. For example, a setting of on can be indicated by a “green” value and a setting of off can be indicated by “red” value. The value indicates the status of the associated task and may be used to determine an action within the process. Other values may be used to indicate the setting of the semaphore. In a simple case such as the task framework requires the setting of a semaphore is of a binary nature, either on or off. Other uses may include specific values in a range or set of values depending upon associated use of the semaphore.

[0048] Semaphore modifier 214 provides a capability to modify the setting of the semaphore value for an associated task. For example, when a semaphore is currently set to “green” a result of a process operation may cause the value to be set to “red” indicating a change to “red” status. In this example, the process operation requests semaphore modifier to perform the change in semaphore value to correctly indicate the status of the task.
Semaphore modifier 214 also changes a newly created semaphore associated with a task to a desired value on request according to a process of task framework 202.

Semaphore generator 218 provides a capability to create semaphores for tasks that did not previously have a semaphore. For example, upon a determination that a task being processed does not have a semaphore, the process of task framework 202 would call semaphore generator 218 to create a semaphore for the task. Task framework 202 manages the execution of interdependent tasks according to the task dependencies using the associated attribute tags and semaphore values of each task.

With reference to Figure 3, a block diagram of an interdependent task relationship in a task control system of Figure 2, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure is presented. Interdependent task relationship 300 is an example of a set of relationships among tasks as may be found in a typical configuration process or a build process. The tasks of interdependent task relationship 300 represent a set of tasks having defined relationships that include dependencies. The dependencies prescribe a sequence of execution including execute once for each execution cycle, and execute each execution cycle. A further dependency also includes execution according to a process type such as a configuration process or a build process.

Arrows between selected tasks of task 302, task 304, task 306, and task n 308 and respective prerequisites of perquisite 310, perquisite 312, perquisite 314, and perquisite n 316 define interdependent relationships. The interdependent relationships indicate whether a task requires a respective prerequisite. The prerequisite may be another task or other element in the task management process. Task framework 202 of Figure 2 defined special tasks, introducing an attribute name ‘type.’ For example, perquisite 310 is a general environment setup task of a type="forAll." Prerequisite 312 is a task that is required to be run once per execution cycle and therefore has a type="runOnce." Other tasks that are normal tasks do not include an attribute ‘type.’ A type therefore may be selected from a set of types including “forAll,” “runOnce” and none and is associated with the selected task. A selected task having a type of none is typically found without a type attribute but may be explicitly typed with type="none" as well.

For example, using an ANT framework for task management, task 302 is a default task that has a dependency on Prerequisite 314. Task 304 has a dependency on perquisite
312, task 306 has a dependency on prerequisite 312, and task n 308 depends on prerequisite 314 and prerequisite n 316. Further, a type="forAll" is associated with prerequisite 310, a type="runOnce" is associated with Prerequisite 314 and a type="runOnce" is associated with prerequisite 312.

[0053] Ant provides a capability to load the list of tasks to be executed at execution time. The list of tasks starts from the task name specified by the user when in configure mode or starts from the default task name when in build mode. Ant may further be used to parse the dependencies and compute the execution sequence tasks. The enhancements using the dependency attributes of task control system 200 in the illustrative embodiment of Figure 2 now identify type="forAll" task and add a dependency from the first task in the execution sequence to the selected task being processed task. The mechanism of task framework 202 of Figure 2 also is used to identify tasks having a type='runOnce.' A semaphore flag is created for each of these tasks. The framework also checks the corresponding semaphore before executing the task, and updates the corresponding semaphore after the task is executed.

[0054] With reference to Figure 4, a flowchart of an interdependent task management process using the task control system of Figure 2, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure is presented. Process 400 is an example of a process using the capabilities of task framework 202 of task control system 200 of Figure 2.

[0055] Process 400 starts (step 402) and receives source code to form received source code (step 404). Process 400 loads the received source code into an execution task dependency chain (step 406). The execution task dependency chain is a prescribed sequence of tasks in which some tasks have a defined dependency upon other tasks. The process of creating the execution task dependency chain typically includes parsing dependencies in the source code, computing an execution sequence for tasks to form an execution task dependency chain, and loading the execution task dependency chain into a memory for subsequent processing.

[0056] Select a task from the execution task dependency chain to form a selected task is performed (step 408). Process 400 determines whether there is a "forAll" task (step 410). A "forAll" task is a task that has a type="forAll" and applies to all tasks. For example, a "forAll" task typically establishes an environment applicable to all other tasks. When a
determination is made that there is a "forAll" task, a "yes" result is obtained. When a determination is made that there is not a "forAll" task, a "no" result is obtained.

[0057] When a "yes" result is obtained in step 410, process 400 adds a dependency relationship from a first task to an identified "forAll" task (step 412). When a "no" result is obtained in step 410, process 400 determines whether there is a "runOnce" task (step 414). A "runOnce" task is a task having a type="runOnce" task. When a determination is made that there is a "runOnce" task, a "yes" result is obtained. When a determination is made that there is not a "runOnce" task, a "no" result is obtained. A task without a type or with a type="none" is treated as a task without a type attribute.

[0058] When a "no" result is obtained in step 414, execute the selected task is performed (step 416). Process 400 skips to step 424. When a "yes" result is obtained in step 414 determine whether there is a semaphore for the selected task (step 418). When a determination is made that there is a semaphore for the selected task, a "yes" result is obtained. When a determination is made that there is not a semaphore for the selected task, a "no" result is obtained. When a "no" result is obtained in step 418, process 400 creates a semaphore for the selected task (step 420). Process 400 sets the semaphore for the selected task to "red" or "off" (step 426) executes the selected task (step 416) as before.

[0059] When a "yes" result is obtained in step 418, process 400 determines whether the semaphore is set to "green" (step 422). When a determination is made that the semaphore is set to "green," a "yes" result is obtained. When a determination is made that the semaphore is not set to "green" or "on" a "no" result is obtained. When a "yes" result is obtained, process 400 sets the semaphore for the selected task to "red" (step 426) executes the selected task (step 416) as before. When a "no" result is obtained process 400 determines whether there are more tasks to process (step 424). When a determination is made that there are more tasks to process, a "yes" result is obtained. When a determination is made that there are no more tasks to process, a "no" result is obtained.

[0060] When a "yes" result is obtained in step 424, process 400 loops back to step 414 to continue processing tasks in the execution task dependency chain. Process 400 iterates through the remaining tasks of the execution task dependency chain to process each task.

When a "no" result is obtained in step 424, process 400 terminates (step 428).
Thus the illustrative embodiment defines a computer-implemented process that provides a capability to define, parse and understand the definition of special prerequisite tasks. The capability also provides a method to dynamically add a dependency to a defined general environment setup task, so that the task will be invoked in either a build or a configuration execution mode, and a method to ensure certain tasks are invoked only once per execution cycle. The capability of the task framework typically ensures that a general environment setup task will not execute “run-once” tasks more than once in an execution cycle. The task framework may be used to typically hide the complexity of interdependent task management from the script writers, enabling script users to mark special tasks, and allow the process to be managed by the framework.

Thus is provided, in an illustrative embodiment, a computer-implemented process for interdependent task management selects a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including “forAll,” “runOnce” and none is associated with the selected task and determines whether there is a “forAll” task. Responsive to a determination that there is no “forAll” task, determines whether there is a “runOnce” task and responsive to a determination that there is a “runOnce” task further determines whether there is a semaphore for the selected task. Responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, the computer-implemented process determines whether the semaphore is “on” for the selected task and responsive to a determination that the semaphore is “on,” sets the semaphore “off” and executes the selected task.

The flowchart and block diagrams in the figures illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible implementations of systems, methods, and computer program products according to various embodiments of the present invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one or more executable instructions for implementing a specified logical function. It should also be noted that, in some alternative implementations, the functions noted in the block might occur out of the order noted in the figures. For example, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality involved. It will also be noted that each block of the
block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the specified functions or acts, or combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

[0064] The corresponding structures, materials, acts, and equivalents of all means or step plus function elements in the claims below are intended to include any structure, material, or act for performing the function in combination with other claimed elements as specifically claimed. The description of the present invention has been presented for purposes of illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. The embodiment was chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and the practical application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention for various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.

[0065] The invention can take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment or an embodiment containing both hardware and software elements. In a preferred embodiment, the invention is implemented in software, which includes but is not limited to firmware, resident software, microcode, and other software media that may be recognized by one skilled in the art.

[0066] It is important to note that while the present invention has been described in the context of a fully functioning data processing system, those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the processes of the present invention are capable of being distributed in the form of a computer readable medium of instructions and a variety of forms and that the present invention applies equally regardless of the particular type of signal bearing media actually used to carry out the distribution. Examples of computer readable media include recordable-type media, such as a floppy disk, a hard disk drive, a RAM, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, and transmission-type media, such as digital and analog communications links, wired or wireless communications links using transmission forms, such as, for example, radio frequency and light wave transmissions. The computer readable media may take the
form of coded formats that are decoded for actual use in a particular data processing system.

[0067] A data processing system suitable for storing and/or executing program code will include at least one processor coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements through a system bus. The memory elements can include local memory employed during actual execution of the program code, bulk storage, and cache memories which provide temporary storage of at least some program code in order to reduce the number of times code must be retrieved from bulk storage during execution.

[0068] Input/output or I/O devices (including but not limited to keyboards, displays, pointing devices, etc.) can be coupled to the system either directly or through intervening I/O controllers.

[0069] Network adapters may also be coupled to the system to enable the data processing system to become coupled to other data processing systems or remote printers or storage devices through intervening private or public networks. Modems, cable modems, and Ethernet cards are just a few of the currently available types of network adapters.

[0070] The description of the present invention has been presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The embodiment was chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention, the practical application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention for various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

5 1. A computer-implemented process for interdependent task management, the computer-implemented process comprising:
   selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including “forAll,” “runOnce” and none is associated with the selected task;
   determining whether there is a “forAll” task;
   responsive to a determination that there is no “forAll” task, determining whether there is a “runOnce” task;
   responsive to a determination that there is a “runOnce” task; determining whether there is a semaphore for the selected task;
   responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, determining whether the semaphore is “on” for the selected task;
   responsive to a determination that the semaphore is “on,” setting the semaphore “off,” and
   executing the selected task.

10 2. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task further comprises:
   receiving a source code to form a received source code;
   parsing dependencies in the source code;
   computing an execution sequence for tasks to form an execution task dependency chain; and
   loading the execution task dependency chain.

25 3. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein responsive to a determination that there is not a “forAll” task further comprises:
   adding a dependency relationship from a first task to an identified “forAll” task.
4. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein responsive to a determination that there is not a semaphore for the selected task further comprises:
   creating a semaphore for the selected task;
   setting the semaphore for the selected task “off;” and
   executing the selected task.

5. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein responsive to a determination that the semaphore is “off,” further comprises:
   determining whether there are more tasks;
   responsive to a determination that there are more tasks, selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task; and
   responsive to a determination that there are no more tasks, terminating.

6. The computer-implemented process of claim 3 wherein adding a dependency relationship from a first task further comprises:
   identifying the first task in the execution task dependency chain, wherein the execution task dependency chain starts from one of a task name specified by a user and a default task name.

7. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein responsive to executing the selected task further comprises:
   determining whether there are more tasks.

8. A computer program product for interdependent task management, the computer program product comprising:
   a computer recordable-type media containing computer executable program code stored thereon, the computer executable program code comprising:
   computer executable program code for selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including “forAll,” “runOnce” and none is associated with the selected task;
computer executable program code for determining whether there is a "forAll" task;
computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is no
"forAll" task, for determining whether there is a "runOnce" task;
computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is a
"runOnce" task; for determining whether there is a semaphore for the selected task;
computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is a
semaphore for the selected task, for determining whether the semaphore is "on" for the
selected task;
computer executable program code responsive to a determination that the
semaphore is "on," for setting the semaphore "off;" and
computer executable program code for executing the selected task.

9. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program
code for selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task
further comprises:
computer executable program code for receiving a source code to form a received
source code;
computer executable program code for parsing dependencies in the source code;
computer executable program code for computing an execution sequence for tasks
to form an execution task dependency chain; and
computer executable program code for loading the execution task dependency
chain.

10. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program
code responsive to a determination that there is not a "forAll" task further comprises:
computer executable program code for adding a dependency relationship from a
first task to an identified "forAll" task.

11. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program
code responsive to a determination that there is not a semaphore for the selected task
further comprises:
computer executable program code for creating a semaphore for the selected task; computer executable program code for setting the semaphore for the selected task “off,” and computer executable program code for executing the selected task.

12. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code responsive to a determination that the semaphore is “off” further comprises: computer executable program code for determining whether there are more tasks; computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there are more tasks, for selecting a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task; and computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there are no more tasks, for terminating.

13. The computer program product of claim 10 wherein computer executable program code for adding a dependency relationship from a first task further comprises: computer executable program code for identifying the first task in the execution task dependency chain, wherein the execution task dependency chain starts from one of a task name specified by a user and a default task name.

14. The computer program product of claim 1 wherein computer executable program code responsive to executing the selected task further comprises: computer executable program code for determining whether there are more tasks.

15. An apparatus for interdependent task management, the apparatus comprising: a communications fabric; a memory connected to the communications fabric, wherein the memory contains computer executable program code; a communications unit connected to the communications fabric; an input/output unit connected to the communications fabric; a display connected to the communications fabric; and
a processor unit connected to the communications fabric, wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to:

select a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task, wherein a type selected from a set of types including “forAll,” “runOnce” and none is associated with the selected task;

determine whether there is a “forAll” task;

responsive to a determination that there is no “forAll” task, determine whether there is a “runOnce” task;

responsive to a determination that there is a “runOnce” task; determine whether there is a semaphore for the selected task;

responsive to a determination that there is a semaphore for the selected task, determine whether the semaphore is “on” for the selected task;

responsive to a determination that the semaphore is “on,” set the semaphore “off;” and

execute the selected task.

16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to select a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task further directs the apparatus to:

receive a source code to form a received source code;

parse dependencies in the source code;

compute an execution sequence for tasks to form an execution task dependency chain; and

load the execution task dependency chain.

17. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is not a “forAll” task to further direct the apparatus to:

add a dependency relationship from a first task to an identified “forAll” task.
18. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code responsive to a determination that there is not a semaphore for the selected task to further direct the apparatus to:

create a semaphore for the selected task;

set the semaphore for the selected task "off;" and

execute the selected task.

19. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code responsive to a determination that the semaphore is "off" to further direct the apparatus to:

determine whether there are more tasks;

responsive to a determination that there are more tasks, select a task from an execution task dependency chain to form a selected task; and

responsive to a determination that there are no more tasks, terminate.

20. The apparatus of claim 17 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to add a dependency relationship from a first task further directs the apparatus to:

identify the first task in the execution task dependency chain, wherein the execution task dependency chain starts from one of a task name specified by a user and a default task name.
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